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Prior’s foreword

In gratitude

Throughout our long and illustrious history those of us privileged to serve humanity in the name of St John have sought
to improve the lives of those around us, ever adapting to allow us to respond best to the needs of the people that we
serve. This has never been more evident than in the response by St John people in England in 2020 where our collective
contribution has made a profoundly positive impact upon the health of our nation. This year’s Annual Report captures the
mood as we describe the activities of the year, using words spoken and written by our own volunteers and staff, and those
from outside who reflect so well upon our immense contribution.

The directors would like to convey their sincere thanks to all of the donors, volunteers and employees who have so
generously given their support to St John, including those listed below.

I see a year filled with hard endeavour, long hours and tenacious commitment from St John people throughout the
breadth of our country, showing relentless and selfless generosity. There have been emotionally rewarding times, and
times of stress and despair – this has been a demanding, challenging and at times frustrating year, especially where beset
by the uncertainty of pandemic disease. The hard choices made to sustain our charity with financial constraints, property
disposals and job losses have added to the demands that we place upon our people; yet your powerful determination to
deliver has been unyielding, and I use this foreward to thank every one of our people, on behalf of The Priory Chapter and
the Boards of Trustees of the Priory Council and of St John Ambulance for your part in this great effort.
The leadership teams, both volunteer and employed, in London and in the Counties, working closely together, have
shaped a year from which we emerge resilient and confident, ready to support the nation as it emerges from this
pandemic, to face potentially severe socio-economic hardships. We have proven our operational capability, improved our
clinical standards, refined our governance, and will continue in every way to improve the manner in which we look after
our people. We are a broad family, delivering from every sphere, from the inspirational fundraising ideas of our cadets
and badgers, to the long hours committed by members of the Fellowship, and the intense professionalism of our medical
teams, who could not deliver without the versatility shown by those delivering every conceivable manner of support from
logistics and finances to IT and communications. We also express gratitude to our families who have supported us in our
work.
The country, its people and its institutions know us better than they did two years ago, and they now know to what
heights we are capable of delivering. We have trained, treated and transported the nation, we have helped to vaccinate its
population, and we have improved the lives of the people about whom we care so much. Well done St John people, and
thank you for being there when, once again, our country needed our help.

With their continuing efforts we look forward to enhancing the delivery of our charitable services within the community.
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Introduction
“At the beginning of 2020, we all had ambitious plans and could see no reason why they
would be disrupted. Most of our plans have had to be changed.
But one plan was not torn up. And that was the plan made by our founders that we, as St
John people, would always respond to help the sick.”
HRH Duke of Gloucester,
Grand Prior of the Order of St John, December 2020
We had planned for 2020 to be the year when we balanced internal change to make us more inclusive and sustainable
as a charity, with starting to grow our impact on the health of communities across England. Six months into delivering
our 2022 Serving Your Communities Strategy, we were embarking at the start of the year on a major expansion in our
work with young people, putting them even more at the heart of our communities. We had plans to find and target the
greatest need for our first aid-based community response, building on our small-scale work with the most vulnerable
members of society such as those experiencing homelessness. We were focused on improving our volunteer
experience, both for existing and new St John people, through listening and responding to their needs.
And we were keen to develop our relationship with the NHS as the nation’s ambulance auxiliary.
Then the world changed and much of our plan changed with it. But our mission remained the same – to serve
humanity without judgement, using first aid to save lives. The story we tell in the pages that follow is one of simplicity,
solidarity, speed, sustainability and sacrifice.

y Simplicity and specialism in our response to the pandemic, focusing the charity’s efforts on what only we could do
really well and engaging partners in that approach.

y Solidarity in galvanising a unified organisation behind our pandemic response and engaging the generosity of
existing and new supporters and donors behind that shared purpose.

y Speed to stand up our response and its command structure, speed to create a meaningful fundraising appeal,
speed in our advocacy that brought government support for our continued delivery.

y Ensuring the sustainability of the charity, in these difficult circumstances, became ever more urgent, this

necessitating tightened financial controls, redundancy, a review of estates and firm adherence to our programme
for recovery.

y And most importantly, the sacrifice of all the St John people, paid and volunteer, who put themselves in harm’s way
to treat others; and the sacrifice of those working harder than ever behind the scenes to keep them equipped and
to keep the charity running.

Our 2020 story pivots around three extraordinary weeks in March that set the charity up to play its role, but its origins
lie in the heritage of St John as a charity that has long stepped forward to the nation’s aid, serving the needs of the sick
in communities across the country.
By the end of 2020, as our frontline response continued and we continued to make difficult choices to sustain the
charity into the future, St John was already scaling up for the next challenge – that of vaccinating the nation.
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Assessing the year

Asking ourselves the difficult questions
What’s made us proud
St John People

Focus and prioritisation

The resilience, dedication and sacrifice of St John people
has been an inspiration. Whether Priory or Ambulance,
volunteering on the frontline or in support functions or
adapting to remote working and an incredible pace of
change in our operations, they have given hours of service
both paid and voluntary to keep the charity delivering
through an extraordinary year. Many of our local volunteer
leaders have adapted to keep connected with St John
people remotely, supporting wellbeing. And we’ve been
moved by the warmth, humour and enduring engagement
of so many St John young people (Cadets and Badgers)
in supporting each other and finding creative ways to
fundraise.

St John has always been a charity that makes a contribution
to community health in a variety of different ways. In
2020 we learnt the value of focus. From the outset of the
pandemic we focused our operations and the support
of the wider charity on delivering the few activities (in
ambulance, hospital and community volunteering) that
could make the best use of the specific skills of St John
people. This prioritisation of effort is much harder to
achieve outside a crisis response, but the lesson of its value
is shaping our leadership.

A commitment to wellbeing
2020 was a tough year for everyone. But we’re proud that
from the outset of Covid-19 we put the wellbeing of St
John people on the same footing as all other aspects of
our response. As our formal emergency response to the
first wave was wound up and entered business-as-usual
operations, the Wellbeing Sub-Group evolved into a new
Wellbeing Network for the charity.
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Fundraising growth
Despite a year where the charity sector as a whole has
struggled to maintain voluntary income levels and the
pausing of our own face-to-face donor recruitment,
we’ve seen the generosity of the donors and the growing
fundraising commitment of St John people deliver increases
in revenue. Many of our volunteers unable to engage with
their normal activities have helped increase the reach of our
fundraising, whilst decisions in 2019 to invest in fundraising
have made a huge difference to our performance in 2020.

Clinical capability

Sustainable fleet

Our ability to step forward in supporting the NHS on such
a scale during the pandemic is in large part the result of
the significant development we’ve undertaken in our
clinical capability as a charity. A strategic decision to focus
our efforts on the unique clinical competencies of St John
volunteers and ensuring that they are appropriately
supported through the right governance, training and
equipment has ensured we were well positioned to answer
the nation’s need when Covid-19 hit.

The delivery of innovative, sector-leading new ambulances,
and a focus on environmental sustainability in our
overall fleet is pointing to an operational future beyond
the pandemic and is a positive reminder of the strong
foundations laid for our community operations work in
2019 through new leadership and new strategies before
Covid-19 struck.

Partnerships with others
In our 2022 strategy we committed to work with and
learn from others who share our vision for civil society,
proactively promoting historic and new partnerships to
advance first aid and community response. Our partnership
with the NHS at all its levels stands out of course in 2020
but it’s only one example. From working with the YMCA
on a new Youth Leader training package, to our role as a
founding partner of the Voluntary and Community Sector
Emergencies Partnership, collaborating on operational
responses and national advocacy. We welcomed our St John
Commanderies and colleagues from St John Ambulance
Cymru into our Strategic Coordinating Group and remained
committed to engaging with St John partners across the
globe through the Order of St John.

Training innovation
Education sits at the heart of St John’s mission and with
our goal of Leading Standards in first aid, it was gratifying
to see our Covid care training for volunteers recognised
in recent global training awards. Our vaccination training
programme, developed by St John people and delivered by
volunteers to equip members of the public to administer
the Covid-19 vaccine is our next proud moment. Whilst
planned new product launches in workplace mental health
training were put back to 2021, we’ve also seen accelerated
innovation in digital and blended learning which will be
part of our sustainable future.

Data and Insight
In our 2022 strategy, we also committed to “invest in the
data and insight required to maximise our evaluation
and learning”. In 2020, we have used dashboards to track
our operational activity in a meaningful way for the first
time and started to apply new insights into volunteer
experience. Emerging evaluation findings from winter
pressures support and new programmes like NHS Cadets
are already shaping our future delivery.
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What’s made us reflect
The Covid-19 pandemic has challenged us all as individuals and as an organisation. We have come together to
deliver for communities and to protect the long-term future of St John. We have learnt to be more agile in our
decision-making and delivery and grown our volunteering exponentially. We have harnessed our energy through a
singular focus. But we haven’t got everything right and we haven’t taken everyone on the journey the whole time.

Our volunteer experience

The experience of our young people

Our culture

Our sustainability

Pre-pandemic we knew that we had different levels
of engagement amongst our adult health volunteer
community of around 11,000 people. The vast majority of
volunteering hours were being undertaken by a quarter
of those individuals, but we knew that as many as a third
had been inactive in the last year. Although over 5,000
have completed some form of Covid-related training, we
have now seen a period where a further 2,500 have not
been able to do their usual volunteering, including those
shielding from Covid or otherwise restricted in their normal
activities. Many volunteer leaders have worked tirelessly
to keep people connected but we haven’t been able to
engage with everybody as we would want.

A prolonged period of limited activity, often online only,
has also increased the risk of attrition amongst our young
people. We will need to ensure that we have enough
properly resourced and trained leaders to avoid closures
of youth units. We continue to be cautious about plans for
restarting face-to-face services and the prospect of future
disruption but are committed to working to reengage
them. We also believe that growing interest amongst
potential partners and funders in how our work with young
people can support a range of wider policy objectives,
including around tackling gang violence, can create new
opportunities as the country unlocks.

When we completed our first Pulse survey of St John people
in several years in June 2020, we were pleased to see
positive levels of pride in the organisation but concerned
to find a relatively low proportion (51%) felt that they could
speak up and that they would be listened to. While a set
of feelings potentially exacerbated by an extended period
of crisis response with an inevitable reliance on aspects
of command and control management, the survey results
spoke to a wider need to review our culture as a charity and
deliver a meaningful programme of work that could build
on the positive changes already made in recent years.

The onset of the first national lockdown was a rude
reminder that whilst our operating model has proven
successful in recent years, our financial sustainability
remained overly reliant on a single significant revenue
source – our workplace training enterprise. We had already
begun efforts to diversify our revenue, with fundraising
success in 2020 and the positive performance of our
ambulance operations representing promising green
shoots. But this is a critical area for us to continue to
address in the remainder of this strategy period against
the backdrop of the uncertainty created by the continuing
pandemic.

We also knew that our overall volunteering experience,
including recruitment and onboarding, was not as
positive as it could be and through both our Unit Futures
Commission and learning from the vaccination programme
we are committed to putting that right to help build a
positive legacy from recruiting over 26,000 new volunteers.
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Already we have seen some progress with an EDI Lead
appointed, expansion of our Freedom to Speak Up
programme and the launch of our Values in Action
framework. We recognise that there is more to do though,
in particular, to ensure that St John is inclusive of everyone
and that conflicts when they occur are handled and
resolved well. Trustees have committed resources to
prioritise this in 2021.
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A year in review
March

April - June

July - September

October - December

2021

An emerging
pandemic

The nation
locks down

Covid’s
first wave

Lockdown eased

A growing
second wave

Vaccination
hope

Business as usual

Transforming
to deliver

First wave response
and resilience

Summertime recovery

A rising tide and
a race against time

(Page 17)

(Page 19-26)

January – March

(Page 15)

14,000 hours of winter

pressure support to the NHS

100s of public events

took place safely because of the
aid cover we provided

Crisis response
structures put in place

NHS
relationships
agreed

Over 60,000 people

trained in first aid
Our Ambulance Operations
were rated ‘good’
by the Care Quality
Commission

Specialist Covid Care
training developed and

375 trainers
trained

Over 4,000 volunteers
trained in Covid care and
logistics transformed

Difficult
financial choices
Resilient and
compassionate
St John people

250,000
hours of frontline
response
in ambulances, hospitals
and communities from
April - December
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(Page 29-30)

(Page 33-36)

Helping the

return of live sport
Supporting the

safe return of
the night-time
economy
Helping the NHS
to catch up

Ensuring the

safe return
of first aid training
at work

Increasing
demand

for ambulance
and hospital volunteers
Planning for up to

30,000 vaccination
volunteers
and our first

400 volunteer
vaccinators trained
New fleet,
designed by

St John volunteers

Second wave
resilience and hopes
for recovery
y Deliver our role within

the Covid-19 Vaccination
Programme and continuing
our response to immediate
community health needs.

y Build a positive legacy

from Covid and the
vaccination programme of
volunteer opportunity and
experience.

y Pilot and roll out new

initiatives to engage and
support young people from
more diverse backgrounds.

y Deliver Values in Action

and digital transformation
programmes.

and made possible by
generous donations
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January – March

Business as usual

Training the nation, responding to winter pressures in
the health service and bringing communities together.
For many St John people, 2020 began like any other. St John volunteers were on hand to support tens of thousands of
people to see in the New Year safely, providing first aid at hundreds of public events, regular football matches and
horse-racing. We delivered 14,000 hours of support (between December 2019 and March 2020) to the NHS facing its
annual winter pressures, through night-time first aid provision in town and city centres, ambulance shifts and a new pilot
in hospital volunteering. And our essential training in first aid, mental health first aid and other health and safety courses
engaged over 60,000 employees in workplaces across the country in 2020’s first three months.
Behind the scenes, key decisions were taken, including:

y Selection of our National and Regional Cadets of the Year who inspired us with their stories of the confidence they had

gained through their time with St John and the courage it had given them to act in times of crisis. Their year would not
turn out to be the one they expected as our youth activity became restricted but their resilience as ambassadors for the
charity and champions for their peers was undiminished.

y The completion of our Heritage Conservation Management Plan, setting out a bold vision for our responsibility towards
the historic estate of the Priory of St John in Clerkenwell and its connection to the heritage of the charity across the
country. Later in the year, we completed a project to improve the lighting within the Priory Church’s eleventh century
Crypt, to transform the experience for visitors engaging with the rich heritage of the charity.

y Approval for the roll out of a new wireless network across the St John estate, as a key part of our planned programme of
technology transformation.

y And the closure of the St John Care Home in Whitstable. Closure was not an easy decision, but it was the right thing to

do to ensure the best care for residents into the future. We recognise that it was a challenging time for residents and
their families and we worked closely with them, staff and with relevant authorities to ensure the safety and dignity of all
involved in the process.

Leading Standards
Our commercial ambulance operations also began the
year strongly. In January, St John Ambulance’s operations
in the East Midlands received its first rating from the Care
Quality Commission and was awarded ‘good’. The CQC also
acknowledged the improvements that have been made in
the service since the previous inspection in 2017. Both the
Patient Transport Service and Emergency & Urgent Care
Service were reviewed, and both were found to provide
safe, caring, effective and responsive care to patients.
The CQC acknowledged improvements in the ‘well-led’
criterion in the five-month period since the inspection took
place and noted that leaders were visible and approachable
and that our people felt supported, respected and valued.
A restructure to the national operation has since delivered
further enhancements.
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For Craig Harman, our National Ambulance &
Community Response Director, it was pleasing that:

“The inspectors witnessed good care,
witnessing our people speaking to patients
with compassion and kindness. Driving up
standards across the independent ambulance
sector and within the event industry is a key
strategic objective for St John and this CQC
report is an excellent example of the work we
are already doing to help us get there.”
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March

Transforming to deliver

However, in the background, the defining health crisis
of the early 21st Century was developing at pace.
“In the coming weeks and months, St John Ambulance would face extraordinary demands, the
likes of which our organisation has not faced in peacetime. Our resources would be stretched,
and our people would be tested, but we would stop at nothing to help beat this virus.”
Richard Lee, Strategic Commander Covid-19 and Chief Operating Officer
By mid-March, as 48 St John volunteers were providing first aid support at the Cheltenham festival, it was clear that
the Covid-19 situation nationally was escalating and our preparations accelerated in turn. As more and more people
became seriously ill with Covid-19, NHS hospitals and ambulance services were in danger of being overwhelmed. Health
professionals themselves were falling ill with Covid-19, putting the system under further pressure.
As a charity with its foundations built on responding to health emergencies, our strong existing partnership with the NHS,
and the existing skills and experience of our volunteers, we knew we could step up to provide vital support.
By July, St John’s response to the pandemic would have become the largest single mobilisation of the charity’s
people and equipment in peacetime, going on to deliver over 250,000 hours of frontline clinical volunteering in
the year. Key to its delivery was its centralised coordination through a Strategic Co-ordinating Group (SCG) and associated
Tactical Coordination Groups (TCGs), with operational delivery managed through Joint and Regional Coordination Cells.
This way of working was new to St John and to many of the SCG members, just the first of a long line of new ways of
working that evolved through a spirit of “learning as we do”.
In a critical three-week period in March, plans and structures were spun up at pace, relationships with NHS colleagues,
developed through the preceding two winters, were confirmed and specialist training was developed. With the support of
our technology teams, both employed and volunteer, the charity moved seamlessly to remote working for the majority of
St John people.

Covid Care Training – leading the way
On March 12, it was agreed that if upskilled, St John
volunteers could support the NHS during the pandemic by
sending volunteers into hospital emergency departments
to assist medical staff, as well as by continuing with
ambulance and community services work.
St John’s Community Operations team worked with NHS
England and hospital trusts to define the volunteer role
and skills gap. As a health and first aid charity more used to
keeping people safe at public events, we needed urgently
to create and deliver a specialist Covid-19 Care training
programme to our volunteers.
Development work on the Covid-19 training course was
completed in five days. The programme equips first aid
volunteers to help NHS hospital staff in aspects of care
including taking NEWS2 observations and feeding patients
as well as giving reassurance. To cut down the training
time by a third, we used a blend of independent eLearning,
live virtual and face-to-face training for the first time. And
because we knew some volunteers would be experiencing
more seriously ill patients than they were perhaps used
to, we also embedded signposting, advice and support on
safeguarding mental health and wellbeing throughout.
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The virtual training of over 375 volunteer trainers took
place promptly, enabling the first full face-to-face volunteer
training to begin on March 28. A pilot group of first aiders
began volunteering at University Hospital Lewisham on
March 25 and full cohorts first deployed in April. Over
4,000 trained volunteers would follow in the following four
months and the training has since been recognised with
a silver award in the people development programme
category of the Global Learning Awards.
In addition, in the months ahead we were also able to
deliver training for:

y 1,933 new operational first aiders and advanced first
aiders

y 1,462 radio operators and loggists
y 771 ambulance crew (essential education).
As March drew to a close, many of St John’s emergency
ambulance volunteers were already busy supporting the
surge in demand first in London and then the rest of the
country. And the charity as a whole was prepared for our
response to scale up at pace.
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April – June

Experiences from the
first wave response

Staying focused, supporting the frontline,
refreshing our volunteer ranks.
We made an early decision to focus our operations where the clinical skills of St John people could make the most
difference. That focus and shared purpose has remained a key principle of our operational delivery and has meant saying
no to some requests for help. But it has also meant maximising the impact that we have been able to have.

y We provided additional ambulance capacity when NHS Ambulance Services were stretched beyond any past
experience, reducing the impact on patients in need of urgent attention.

y We enabled key services that underpin our health system, like the national blood service, to continue, ensuring delivery
of thousands of lifesaving blood donations.

y And our volunteers in hospitals boosted care to patients in need and helped free NHS staff to focus their skills most
effectively.

On ambulances
The majority of our early contribution was through our
fleet of ambulances and trained emergency ambulance
volunteers, coordinated by the National Ambulance
Coordination Centre (NACC). 14,000 hours of frontline
volunteering (the equivalent to our total contribution to
three and half months of winter pressure support) was
surpassed in the first two weeks of April. Crews responded
to Category 1 calls as a primary response backed up by an
Ambulance Trust paramedic, Category 3 and 4 calls and
healthcare professional calls.
That effort included Zain Osmani, who first joined St John
as a 9-year-old Badger before progressing to be Emergency
Ambulance Crew, experience he credits with supporting
him to gain a place at medical school. At the start of the
pandemic he spent nearly six months volunteering full
time:
“I didn’t think twice about doing it; I knew I had the skills to
make a positive difference. I was doing four 12-hour shifts
in a row, followed by four days off. I was mostly supporting
the London Ambulance Service but I also did shifts for
the South Central Ambulance Service and East of England
Ambulance Service.

By the end of December 2020, St John people had delivered
89,455 hours of ambulance shifts across 8 of the 10
ambulance trusts, including over six thousand 999 call outs.
It was (and continues to be) a contribution worthy of the
nation’s Auxiliary Ambulance Service and recognised by the
NHS:

“I honestly believe that if we had not worked
so closely, the ability of Emergency Ambulance
Services within our country to respond so
effectively to the pandemic would have been
greatly hindered. Without your volunteers and
staff members, the country would not have
been able to increase the number of resources
that we have been able to deploy. This has
undoubtedly helped to relieve pressure on the
999 service and ensure we have been able to
save as many lives as possible.”
Anthony Marsh,
National Strategic Adviser for Ambulance Services

“The biggest challenge was being in someone’s house
and having to take the patient to hospital, knowing their
relatives may never see them again. We were often dealing
with very vulnerable and frail people and knew there was
a strong chance they wouldn’t survive and that their loved
ones wouldn’t even be able to visit them in hospital.”
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In hospitals
Ambulance shifts were quickly supplemented with direct support to hospitals. In time, over 4,000 St John volunteers would
receive the Covid care training needed to provide frontline care in over 50 hospitals, including supporting the Nightingale
in East London from its creation. By the end of 2020, they had been supporting patients and NHS staff for 110,407 hours,
making personal sacrifices to provide a range of care and aid. And critically doing so with the compassion and humanity
that can make the real difference in a crisis:

“As soon as we arrive, we check to see if there’s anything we can do – such as respond to any
‘call’ bells going off. Then we help out with observations, personal care, transferring patients
to other parts of the hospital, and small jobs like providing tea and coffee. But one of the most
important things we do is give time to the patients – we’re always happy to spend time talking
to them, which is wonderful.”
Abby Williams, EMT, Portsmouth

Volunteer Nadine Tudor described her experience helping
patients at Tameside & Glossop Integrated Care NHS
Foundation Trust:
“There have been some low points, but also high points –
like when I took a recovered patient to be reunited with his
wife in the carpark after he’d been in intensive care. It’s an
emotional rollercoaster. But the staff and patients are so
grateful that the rewarding parts outweigh any fear. It’s not
all about taking observations and practical help. We chat
to the patients, read letters and show photographs from
family to keep them going. Strangers are having to play
the role of family and that’s where St John can help. I was
feeding a lady who was struggling and she said, ‘I can’t tell
you how nice it is that you have come to talk to me.’ I would
want someone there like this with my family if they needed
it during this time.”
Mary Strutt (Southampton and London) was one of the
first St John volunteers to work within the Nightingale
Hospital in East London.
“The call went out for St John volunteers to support the
NHS and I didn’t hesitate. On the last Friday of March I
received an email saying I’d be deployed at the London
Nightingale on the Monday. I did it because I was needed
but it was completely terrifying at first. It took ages to put
on all the PPE and I’d ask people to check it twice to make
sure I’d done it properly.
“I saw what a big effect I could have on people by doing
quite small things. I didn’t feel as though I was doing
anything special – I was just looking after people the way I’d
want myself and my family to be looked after if we were in
the same position.
“There’s one memory from my time at the Nightingale that
will stay with me forever. One of my patients had a physio
appointment and we were determined to get him sitting up
in bed – that was a key step in getting him moved to a local
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hospital. He tried so hard to sit up but he just couldn’t
do it. He said to me ‘I want to give it one more go’ and I said
‘come on then’ and I gave him this massive pep talk about
how he could do it and how I believed in him. He stopped
crying and he managed to do it – we got him sitting on the
edge of the bed. He was so happy when we laid him back.
He fell back into the pillows and started crying again but he
was smiling at the same time.
“It was a really emotional moment for the whole team. He
pulled me close to him and he was crying so much. He said
how much he loved me and that he wouldn’t have been
able to do it without me. That just broke me because I felt
like I just did it because there was no-one else to hold his
hand and encourage him to do it.”
Feedback from the NHS, whether managers or frontline
clinicians, has been overwhelmingly positive, with the level
of volunteer skills praised in particular. Claire Lambie,
Head of Operations at Chesterfield Royal, said:
“Their kindness, energy and dedication make a huge
difference to the experience of our patients.”
“The training and experience the volunteers have with
St John means they have the skillset to deal with people
and support them when they are feeling vulnerable.
They are an absolute credit to St John.”
For Daijit Athwai, Executive Director of Nursing at
George Eliot Hospital, St John volunteers worked tirelessly
across the hospital, “helping us provide high quality care to
our patients. They are amazing! Their kindness, energy and
dedication make a huge difference to the experience of our
patients and they all feel like part of our friendly staff team.”

In communities
Outside of hospitals and ambulance, St John volunteers also stepped forward in their community:

y Continuing to care for homeless people in Sussex, adapting operations to meet Covid-19 needs and working with

partners to expand that operation to Greater Manchester. The Bolton Homeless Outreach Nursing Team collaboration
would go on to be highly commended in the best partnership solution improving patient safety category of the Health
Service Journal’s Patient Safety Awards in November.

y Acting as Community First Responders in London (where they were on duty on over 6,600 occasions through the
year for both call outs and supporting 111 call taking and logistics) and the South West (giving thousands of hours
service each month); and as Unit Responders in the West Midlands.

y Supporting the Primary Care Network in Birmingham through providing cars and first aiders to assist on-call GPs on
calls.

y Continuing to deliver our pilot falls services for example, in Wolverhampton.
y Delivering a range of patient transport services.

“The Burdett Trust for Nursing is delighted to support St John Ambulance’s work in Sussex,
helping homeless people with health-related problems. We are grateful in particular for
volunteers giving up their time to be involved, to care or be a listening ear for vulnerable
people.”
											Burdett Trust for Nursing
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Training up new volunteers
With demand running high for St John support, and thousands of St John people already trained up to support our
operations, we reached out to employers like airlines with first aid trained staff on furlough who might be able to partner
with us to boost our capacity.
When Mel Lucern, a Cabin Manager at TUI for 32 years
received an email at work announcing the opportunity to
volunteer with St John, she leapt at the chance.
“I immediately knew it was a good decision because the
two-day training course was very mentally stimulating.
I was so impressed at how professional the course was
and how St John had managed to get it all together – the
content, slides, trainers and practical stuff – so quickly. But
it was the trainers who really made it special. They were
professional and had excellent knowledge, but also made
things fun which I think really helps you to learn.”

Putting it into practice “it has been exciting to do the
medical stuff such as taking blood pressures, doing
observations and practicing on an ECG. But yesterday,
for example, I was simply handing out masks and hand
sanitiser at the reception, which meant speaking to lots of
people and sometimes reassuring them when needed –
and I think that’s just as valid. A lot of the time, a comforting
word is what people are really looking for.”
During 2020, we onboarded 515 new volunteers,
233 of whom supported hospital volunteering like Mel,
whilst 282 contributed to our support functions,
in particular our logistics operations.

Getting our logistics in order
Getting the right equipment, including Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) in place for volunteers to enable them
to deliver was itself an extraordinary operation. Through our pandemic response our fleet team has kept 94% of our
ambulances on the road, operating from 31 hubs spread across the country.
Meanwhile, the story of the incredible logistics effort is
best told by Kirsty Blair, East Region Logistics Lead.
In June 2020, she reflected on her role ensuring the
smooth running of St John’s logistics operation across
the whole region.
The function had been boosted to around 90 people as a
response for our appeal for new recruits and St John had
reoriented its entire operation in just a few weeks “which
meant introducing lots of systemic change at a lightning
pace. But to be honest, the logistics function in the East
had not been very structured for years, so we also seized
the opportunity to bring in long overdue improvements.
Today, we are standardising kits, collating stock, auditing
and servicing equipment, and updating the asset system
so we know exactly what we have and where it is. Basically,
we made the very best out of a bad situation. And so far,
the feedback suggests our volunteers are getting the
equipment and support they need, which is fantastic.”
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Looking forward, those changes will now help our logistics
functions thrive in the future:
“Things are definitely changing for the better with logistics.
We have used the unique opportunity afforded by this
terrible crisis to push through changes in just a couple
of months that might normally have taken a couple of
years. Basically, we’ve created a standardised management
structure, which means we can all work more easily with
each other. And now I’m promoting these positive changes
and consulting with other functions, so they will feel part
of the process, too. We’ve never had such a joined-up
approach before and I see how it’s paying dividends every
single week.
“It’s only when things get tough that you really see the
passion and care our people have for St John. I absolutely
love this charity and know we’re all doing this for the same
reason.”
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April – June

First wave resilience

Financial crisis, difficult decisions, training innovation,
generous support and wellbeing.
Financial crisis

Emergency Appeal

“We have money until August, and, if the
current situation was to go beyond August, we
would require heavy borrowing.”

Within a couple of weeks of national lockdown starting we
were able to launch our emergency fundraising appeal,
which thanks to the generosity of corporate and individual
donors, as well as the passion and ingenuity of St John
people, raised £3.2m. As part of the appeal we benefitted
from pro bono creative support and free airtime to run our
first Direct Response TV ad in several years. This contributed
to our overall exposure but was less successful in itself than
we had hoped. The marketplace quickly became crowded
and our focus on our work within the Nightingale Hospital
lost its impact as the first wave of the pandemic began to
recede.

St John’s decision to focus the charity on responding to
Covid-19 and deliver as much support as we could during
the pandemic did not come without a cost. As the nation
locked down at the end of March, we closed down our
workplace training enterprise – the charity’s main source
of revenue – public events that use our first aid services
ceased and face-to-face fundraising halted. Overnight, the
charity saw its sustainable financial model decimated as
revenue dropped around £1.5m per week.
In April, Chief Executive Martin Houghton-Brown
appeared before the DCMS Select Committee with a direct
appeal:
“There are those of us that have to step forward. Our entire
organisation is now delivering for COVID 19, and, quite
frankly, if the support does not come, we will run out of
money. It is only reasonable that, if the Government say no,
they will have to make very difficult judgments about the
future of St John Ambulance. We have money until August,
and, if the current situation was to go beyond August, we
would require heavy borrowing.”

“We are delighted to support a charity with
highly skilled volunteers at the forefront
of the nation’s health response. Through St
John we are proud to protect communities in
which our customers and colleagues live and
work. Thank you to all at St John for their care,
expertise and commitment to be there for
those in need.”
Iceland Foods Charitable Foundation

The Government heard our appeal and just weeks later St
John Ambulance gratefully received a £6.8m emergency
support grant from the Treasury, with the Chancellor’s
announcement from the 10 Downing Street podium
recognising the “essential services” being provided by
St John and other charities as “we battle the coronavirus”.
Combined with income from our increased NHS support,
the use of furlough for, at its peak, over 870 employees, and
the measures outlined below, we were able to maintain
St John’s operations and protect the sustainability of the
charity.
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Difficult choices

Training innovation

Whilst some additional revenue was secured, the reality of
our financial position meant it was necessary to bring in a
series of other measures, with the speed of our response
supported by a regular subgroup meeting of finance
trustees and senior executives. This led to:

When our Training Enterprise was closed in March, we lost
not just our main source of revenue. We also risked losing
the essential support we provide to the nation’s workplaces,
helping to make them safe for millions of employees across
the country. Conscious of the gap that might emerge if
skills were not kept refreshed, we dynamically developed
our online workplace training in physical and mental health
first aid to help almost 40,000 people in businesses, schools
and the wider community refresh vital skills during the
lockdown and return to work. By the end of the year:

y A freeze on recruitment and projects, including

leadership development, new youth programmes and
phase two of the new volunteer onboarding project.

y A programme of 181 redundancies, the majority of

which were, as a result of an extensive consultation
and engagement exercise, voluntary. In addition,
30 posts were removed as staff transferred across from
our Training Enterprise to our Ambulance Operations
following re-training.

y A review of our property estate, led by senior

volunteers, with over 100 properties identified for
closure and sale. Three volunteer-led Commissions
have helped to ensure that this challenging process is
one that is focused less on the loss of a building and
more on how to strengthen the presence and support
for each local St John unit. When the Commissions
report in 2021 is published we expect to see a range of
recommendations that will allow the charity to grow its
local presence and community impact.

y Tightened financial controls on spending, including
reduction in mileage allowances, cancellation of
procurement cards and cancellation of travel permits.

None of these measures was taken lightly and all, whilst
necessary, had an impact on St John people that we
recognise we need to reflect as we plan for our postpandemic recovery. Many people whether through
furlough or shielding have not been able to contribute as
they would like. And St John’s young people have had their
experiences significantly constrained.
At the same time many senior leaders and volunteer
managers have devoted considerable effort to maintaining
connections with St John people forced to be more remote
from each other than is usual. The active engagement of
our volunteers and employees has and will continue to be
an essential part of all change processes.
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y 52,000 people had registered for our online learning
portal (compared to 1,700 pre-lockdown)

y 75,000 first aid courses had been accessed including
y 24,300 workplace refresher courses completed
y 16,400 paediatric and early years first aid training
courses completed

y 24,900 bite-size first aid modules accessed
As restrictions lifted and training was allowed to restart with
Covid-secure arrangements in place, we would introduce a
comprehensive online resource on safe workplaces and our
first blended workplace training. Once operations restarted,
we welcomed over 60,000 delegates back into our training
venues.

Supplies to our operations
and clients
The supplies team continued to operate throughout
the lockdown providing much needed support, medical
devices and personal protective equipment to our internal
operations and to our clients at large. The supplies
commercial unit has also brought new products to the fore
and will continue to develop this aspect of our operations
into 2021.
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July – September

Summertime recovery

A return for sport, training and the night-time economy,
supporting the NHS.
As spring turned to summer, our Covid-19 operations in ambulances, hospitals and communities continued but the pace
slowed as the pressure of the pandemic eased. Some more familiar St John activities were able to come to the fore once
more and as the mercury soared the nation turned to St John in a more expected way - for first aid advice in a heatwave.

Leading standards for event
healthcare
St John has a proud history of caring for crowds at
everything from international competitions to local events
but all that had stopped abruptly at the end of March. From
May, as an ease in lockdown restrictions started to look
possible, St John was working with DCMS, Chief Medical
Officers, Public Health England and sports bodies on
how best to support the return of live professional sport.
Although behind closed doors, St John’s event healthcare
expertise was a key contribution to the discussions. For
Lynn Thomas, the charity’s Medical Director: “Every
ambulance that we provide at a sporting fixture means that
an NHS ambulance won’t be needed.”
From June, St John volunteers began screening people as
they entered racecourses and football grounds, in addition
to providing first aid cover for the large teams of staff
working behind the scenes at each venue. St John people
provided just under 26,000 hours of first aid cover to the
end of 2020. And that included some opportunities for our
older Cadets, for whom most activities had been suspended
for much of the year.

“It definitely felt odd at first having
no fans there – but once you get used to it,
it’s the same as any other event.
It’s such a good feeling to put on the uniform
and know you’re out there and contributing.”
Philip Leech,
17 year-old Cadet, Greater Manchester

Supporting NHS recovery
Across the middle of the year, St John volunteers supported
screening, admin and general support at the nation’s vital
National Blood Service Clinics. At over 1,800 donation
sessions from Cornwall to Coventry and Cumbria, they
helped 142,800 lifesaving blood donations to be collected.

“I would like to pass on my thanks to all the
volunteers who have helped us maintain
critical services by performing triage on blood
donation sessions from May until September.
This was introduced to keep our staff and
donors safe - and feeling safe - during these
unprecedented times. With over 50 teams
covering over 1,800 donation sessions
nationwide, St John volunteers supported
NHSBT to collect over 142,800 whole blood
donations. As a result, blood stocks have
remained at healthy levels throughout the
coronavirus pandemic, and we have been able
to collect convalescent plasma to support
important clinical trials. Volunteers have
played a vital role, so on behalf of staff, donors
and patients alike, please accept my huge
thanks for your time and effort.”
Betsy Bassis,
Chief Executive of NHS Blood and Transplant
With waiting lists severely impacted by Covid-19, 80 St John
volunteers stepped in to support Moorfields Eye Hospital’s
“cataract drive” in September, quadrupling the operations
completed in a single week. Trained first aiders assisted
patients through every step of their surgery, including
helping with pre-operative assessments, accompanying
and reassuring them during their surgery, and assisting
with their discharge, covering nearly 200 shifts.

St John
Ambulance
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Caring for people on nights out
Lockdown easing also meant the return for city nightlife, so
St John volunteers prepared to care for revellers who found
themselves sick or injured on a night out. St John’s Alcohol
Reception Centres have become a regular sight over
recent years, running in 35 locations including Newcastle,
Leeds, Birmingham and Manchester. Led by healthcare
professionals, the ARCs aim to reduce demand on the NHS
by providing healthcare and treating patients on the spot,
lowering the need for 999 calls and unnecessary hospital
admissions.
As volunteers returned to the streets, the charity backed
a report on Night-Time Economy operations, published
by the National Institute for Health Research which cites
improved ambulance response times and other benefits,
and recommends agreed national standards. It also found
that a nurse-led model was the most likely to divert patients
away from emergency departments.
On Saturday 5 September, St John volunteers working
at Southside Safe Space in Birmingham were ready for a
typically busy evening, looking after people who found
themselves worse for wear, sick or injured on a night out.
The team’s manager, Eugene Collins was crewing the
project’s ambulance along with two recently qualified
volunteers:
“We’d not had the best of starts to our shift, attending
a road traffic collision which was very challenging; but
everything was going well and we’d just taken a patient
to hospital. Our radios are on an open channel with the
emergency services and I didn’t think too much of it when
I heard a report that someone had been stabbed – that’s
something we hear every week – but there were a lot of
calls in quick succession with reports of further injuries
and it soon became apparent that a major incident was
unfolding.”

“The patient was losing a lot of blood, despite our best
efforts, and the situation was critical by the time we got
him to Queen Elizabeth Hospital. Normally when you take
a patient to hospital, you take them into the emergency
department and they’re assessed before a doctor sees
them, but there were doctors lined up ready to see injured
people straight away – I’ve never seen that before.”
While Eugene and his crewmates were travelling back from
hospital on 5 September, the remaining St John volunteers
were looking after another wounded patient in their clinical
hub at the Arcadian.
“The whole incident was scary for everyone involved. Being
in the city centre, knowing what was going on around us
and wondering what might happen next. But everyone
got on with looking after their patients and delivered the
best care possible, ignoring the potential danger. My team
are always great, but I was particularly proud of them that
night.”
After two successful years of operation, the Safe Space
initiative is being extended to cover more of Birmingham’s
prime nightspots from spring 2021, with an enlarged team
of St John Ambulance volunteers at the helm – testimony
to the ever-deepening relationships that are being fostered
between the charity, businesses, the police and NHS
colleagues.

Eugene and his fellow volunteers arrived on scene to find
the police and NHS ambulance crews treating multiple
casualties. The St John Ambulance team was assigned to a
man who had suffered a serious cut to the neck.
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October – November

A rising tide
and a race against time

Sadly the autumn brought steadily increasing cases and
more lockdown restrictions. The demand for St John
volunteers grew in step, back up to over 10,000 hours per
month for ambulance crews (from 4,000 in September).
Still on the frontline

Vaccination planning

During the first wave, Matt Leopold had volunteered as
emergency ambulance crew and as Bronze Commander
for St John’s work at the Nightingale in London. Despite
the pressures and worries of that first period, it was the end
of the year that was the hardest:

But the autumn also brought a ray of hope in the form of
an approaching vaccine. As preparations began, NHSE/I
asked St John to step forward again, to recruit and train up
to 30,000 volunteers as vaccinators, care volunteers and
patient advocates. Planning for an operation that would
dwarf even the scale of our Covid-19 response began in
earnest across the charity and with partners, ready for our
deployment to begin at the start of 2021. One of the critical
pieces of the puzzle, alongside the development again of
world-leading volunteer training, was the role of the St
John welcome team. This cohort of volunteers, welcoming
and engaging new recruits, had already contributed to the
rapid onboarding process for airline crew in the spring. Now
they would see their task magnified but prove to be just
as rewarding. Kate Eardley, normally an Advanced First
Aider but shielding during Covid, has been part of the team
from the beginning:

“Our busiest and most emotionally and physically draining
period as ambulance crew was from November 2020
through to January this year. We were dealing with 100%
Covid patients – people who were critically ill and dying.
We were being sent to job after job. It was relentless and
shattering – emotionally and physically.
“The most difficult times have been dealing with patients
we know are unlikely to survive – the people who are
very sick with co-morbidities. They are often struggling
to breathe and very distressed. Their relatives are always
understandably worried. They cry and ask us if their loved
ones will be alright. An impossible question to answer. We
can’t let family members come with us to the hospital so
they are very anxious. We do our bit to comfort and reassure
but often we know there’s a good chance they’ll never see
their loved ones again.
“One of the most rewarding moments of the last 12 months
was just after Christmas when we were called out to the
home of a 99-year-old lady who’d fallen and was lying on
the floor. She just couldn’t stand up on her own. She didn’t
have Covid symptoms or any injuries. As the ambulance
service was so stretched, she wasn’t a top priority
emergency. We helped her into a chair and made her a cup
of tea and some breakfast. She was so happy and full of
gratitude. It was a really good feeling.”

“I have interviewed some amazing people from all walks of
life, age ranges and backgrounds. And all of them have the
same, straightforward aim: “I just want to help”. It has been
a real pleasure and privilege helping these people to join
our St John family. One of most emotional calls was with an
airline cabin crew lady who wanted to join us in a hospital
care role. She told me how she’d once brought a deceased
person back on a flight with his family also on board. And I
was so struck by the care and compassion that she’d shown
that family all the way home, and even once they were back
at the airport. I got the impression that she didn’t think her
actions were especially remarkable – this was just what she
did – but it all stood out a mile to me. I just knew she was
made of the right stuff to join us.”  
By the end of 2020, just a few weeks after going live
with our vaccination recruitment, we had received over
26,000 expressions of interest, had moved over 4,500
would-be volunteers into training and had our first
400 volunteers ready to vaccinate. Over 500 volunteer
trainers were ready to accelerate training exponentially
in the new year.
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December

Looking to the future
as the year ended

First Aid Saving Lives; volunteering shaping futures.
“During the second wave of Covid, over the Christmas and New Year holiday, the work was just
as intense as it was during the peak of the first wave.”
Zain Osmani, Emergency Ambulance volunteer
As the pandemic intensified towards the end of the year and demand for volunteers grew once more, St John continued
to welcome new recruits. Caspar Michie, a third-year student in London, joined St John in October 2020 and completed
training to become an operational first aider in the last month of the year. Since then he’s been actively volunteering in
hospitals in London.  
“St John feels very much like a family. Everyone I have met so far has been lovely and have gone out of their way to help
me and support me in my volunteering. During the pandemic, I wanted to help in hospitals to try and help alleviate some
of the pressure on the NHS. My day has been brightened so many times by laughing with a patient, or being able to do
small but meaningful things, like making an end of life patient a last cup of tea.
“The work St John Ambulance does may not be as visible as that of the NHS, but the support it provides makes a real
difference. St John volunteers can be first on the scene of a cardiac arrest, or in turn, they may teach someone what to do if
they were to find themselves in that situation. Every person reached by the training the charity provides can mean another
life potentially saved. That is a cause worth supporting in my opinion.
“Working in Intensive Care has been the hardest of my volunteering experience so far. In normal hospital volunteering,
you can chat with your patients, laugh with them. With the patients in ICU being largely sedated, its different. You try and
maintain that human connection, talking to them as they sleep, giving them hygiene care (a shave, a teeth brush), but it
is still saddening to see these patients oblivious to the environment around them, the incredible views of London right
behind their beds. Being in an ICU, it is also an unfortunate inevitability that some of the patients there will be very unwell
and in turn, some will die. Patients can deteriorate so quickly with COVID. No matter how old or young they are, it is always
a life cut short. Holding the hand of a patient as they died when their family couldn’t be with them, is something I will
never ever forget.
“At the same time, I felt blessed to be able to pitch in with such an amazing effort by the NHS. It also felt amazing when
patients did improve. Working with a patient who had just been extubated a few hours prior and sedation weaned,
brought such a smile to my face as the life came back to them. In the midst of all the sadness and pain, seeing these ‘wins’
has made it all worth it.”

New careers….
For many St John people, both existing and newly joined,
their experience of volunteering has shaped a new path for
their future.
Several of our rapidly onboarded airline crew volunteers
have switched careers to join the NHS and for Mary Strutt
(Southampton and London), “the experiences I’ve had as
a St John volunteer over the last year have completely
changed my life. My time at the Nightingale taught me so
much about patient care and about myself. I was just so
thankful that I was able to go and support the NHS and care
for such sick patients.
“Thankfully the Nightingale never reached full capacity
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but if the situation changed and I was ever needed there
again I’d go back in a heartbeat. I feel so honoured to have
been given the opportunity to help. Before the Nightingale,
I was already wondering if I wanted to go into a career
in healthcare because I’d enjoyed all the opportunities
I’d had with St John Ambulance. But after my time in the
Nightingale I was convinced that’s what I wanted to do.
I went back and finished my studies then retrained as a
healthcare assistant.
“Now I’m working at Southampton General Hospital looking
after respiratory patients in their high dependency unit
which I really enjoy. I think in future I’d like to go down the
route of pre-hospital care either as a nurse or paramedic.”
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New fleet….
Back in 2019, St John’s trustees had approved a new fleet
strategy for the charity, which has already seen us reduce
a fleet of 850 vehicles with over 50% more than 10 years
old to one of fewer than 700 vehicles more fit for purpose.
Despite the challenges of the pandemic, the first 10 MAN
Box Body ambulances rolled off the production line towards
the end of the year. These innovative vehicles are the result
of a design process led by St John people themselves and
are a critical part of the future sustainable delivery of our
frontline operations. The next 25 are now on their way
and due for delivery in April-June 2021, whilst our first 4x4
conversion ambulances and new prototype first aid units
will be signed off in early 2021.
Head of Fleet, Rob Macintosh explains what makes the
new vehicle special:
“The standout innovation in the new box body ambulances
is the introduction of a box conversion on a 3 1/2 tonne
chassis. This allows people with a B1 licence to drive the
vehicle, making it more accessible to more volunteers.
There are many NHS Trusts that have been in contact and
St John is beginning to be recognised as the auxiliary
ambulance service in England. For us to fulfil this role into
the future, our fleet must be equal to, if not better than the
NHS vehicles we are supporting. We are fortunate to have

very generous supporters and donors who are helping us to
achieve this, all the money comes from fundraising. We are
also hoping to do more for the environment, by introducing
alternative energy vehicles, during 2020 we introduced nine
full electric cars, and all future replacements will follow suit.”
Crucially, the experience has also been a positive one for
new volunteers like Philip Davy:
“My regular crewmate and I have both been ambulance
crew members since before the Crusaders were introduced.
(My crewmate actually used a Crusader Mark 1 that is now
in Ipswich Transport Museum). So, we were both very
impressed by the new prototype and its great equipment
on our training day.
“Our first job was to a Category 3 patient who had fallen at
home, probably with no injury but was unable to get off the
floor. After assessing the patient, we quickly decided this
was a textbook time to use the new lifting device. It worked
exactly as in training and enabled the patient to transfer
to their own walking frame and then back into bed, with
very little effort from us. Following a discussion with the
clinical advice line and a falls referral, the patient was safely
discharged at home.”

The same St John compassion and humanity
Through the most challenging and changeable of years, it is the compassion and humanity of St John people that has been
a constant. From those focused on the wellbeing of others in the organisation to the hospital volunteers holding the hand
of a dying patient unable to be with their family.
And the same was true for Matt Jenkinson – an ambulance crew volunteer from Southampton. At the end of a recent shift
he took one last call: transferring an elderly patient with Covid-19. His crew colleague, Joel Pescott takes up the story…

“We were about to go off shift when we got a call to transfer an elderly COVID-positive patient
from A&E to a community hospital. The patient, who also suffered from dementia, was in her
late 90s so we knew the odds were stacked against her. She was very quiet as she’d been on her
own in the emergency department waiting for a transfer. Matt made a real effort to make her
comfortable and talk to her throughout the journey. After a while, she began talking to him,
despite her condition.
“When we reached the hospital, Matt told me that the lady had expressed one wish: to be able
to look up at the stars before being taken inside. She was worried she might never have the
chance to be outside again. Matt wrapped the patient in blankets so she’d be warm. Then we
moved her out the back of the ambulance and Matt knelt next to her, holding her hand whilst
she laid on the stretcher looking up at the stars.
“He stayed with her for as long as she wanted to, even though he knew we would overrun our
shift. He’d also been wearing PPE for a long time by then and was feeling a little uncomfortable.
This act meant so much to the patient. She was so happy and incredibly appreciative of what
he’d done, fulfilling what may have been her dying wish.”

Pro Utilitate Hominum – in the service of humanity.
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“I am very proud of Sussex St John Ambulance for raising the money
for a new ambulance in record time. There was a committed team to whom
we owe enormous gratitude, but huge thanks must go to the volunteers,
who by their wonderful dedication to the COVID response inspired people
to give and so we raised the money in a year. Thank you all so much”
Caroline Lucas
Sussex County President
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Our fundraising
Making our impact possible.

“I have always supported St John Ambulance with one-off donations but with the times we are
in at the moment I felt it’s time to support you with a regular donation.”
Donor
In 2019, we started to increase our capability in fundraising. This platform helped us fundraise a total of £19.0m in 2020 at
a time when we were facing the difficult implications of a severe reduction in our income due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
As ever, we are very grateful for the help provided by our supporters, whose generosity makes possible the difference we
make to the health of communities.

How we raise money

Working with fundraising agencies

Our fundraising policies

Complaints

We recruit new supporters through door-to-door
fundraising activity, continuing to engage with them over
time to develop and grow these relationships.

Regular donations mean we can plan effectively for the
future. We use a professional fundraising agency, like many
other charities, to help us raise the most funds we can.
For over 20 years, we have been fundraising door-to-door
with Wesser Ltd, a well-established family run business,
connecting us with thousands of loyal door-to-door
supporters across the country.

St John Ambulance is a member of the Fundraising
Regulator and we ensure that across all our in-house
activity and our external partners we abide by the Code of
Fundraising Practice and code of conduct for face to face
fundraising. Trustee directors monitor our practice in a
standing committee of the board focussed on fundraising.
We had no reported breaches or failings of these standards
in 2020 (2019: Nil).

As with all organisations, we sometimes receive complaints
about our activity. We received a total of 116 complaints
(2019: 55 complaints) about our fundraising activities
in 2020. We have a process for responding promptly
to all complaints and, where appropriate, carry out an
investigation. Around half of the complaints resulted in
training or retraining of the individual fundraiser.

We also recruit new supporters using a variety of
engagement methods, including door-drops, inserts and
digital tools, through social media and via our website.
We build relationships with philanthropists, trusts and
foundations and companies to raise income to ensure
the delivery of our programmes which support our
communities.
We would normally receive sponsorship fundraised by
participants taking part in organised events like the London
Marathon. For 2020, our focus changed and we received
a strong support from individuals taking part in virtual
challenges.
Fundraising in communities was suspended during 2020
with Covid lockdown and subsequent restrictions, however
St John volunteers, donors and supporters moved much
of their planned activity to online using various giving
platforms and continued to support and embrace virtual
fundraising throughout the year.
In 2020 community fundraising also launched
Always St John, In-memory fundraising.

Wesser Ltd are subject to regular audits to ensure the
highest level of service is provided. All fundraisers are
required to read a solicitation statement to all new
supporters on the door explaining the arrangement that we
have with Wesser Ltd. Supporters are also given a document
entitled ‘Your Direct Debit’, which gives more information as
to how donating helps us over the long term followed with
guidelines on how we utilise their data preferences.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, our door-to-door
fundraising paused during periods of lockdown in 2020
as per the guidance of Government and Fundraising
regulatory bodies.
We also work with three payroll giving agencies, including
Sharing the Caring, Hands On Payroll Giving and Payroll
Giving in Action, to promote tax effective giving from
people in the workplace.

We know that the public needs to trust St John if they are
going to donate money to us. This means having processes
in place to continually monitor the work we deliver across
all our fundraising and listening to feedback from current,
potential and lapsed supporters.
We ensure high standards by having a clear set of policies
in place. These include policies for protecting vulnerable
people, safeguarding and a fundraising promise, which
can be found at: www.sja.org.uk/get-involved/donate-andfundraise/our-fundraising-promise/.
We ensure all fundraisers and fundraising employees read
and understand these documents. External fundraisers also
take part in a training programme, with regular update
sessions.
Our aim is that our systems and procedures meet best
practice so we work closely with our internal audit,
assurance and other specialist colleagues to monitor our
performance. We maintain a robust process for procuring
the services of external partner agencies as well as checking
the contracts we have in place.

Our clear fundraising complaints procedure can be found
at: www.sja.org.uk/sja/support-us/our-fundraising-promise/
complaints-procedure.aspx.
This is aligned with the Fundraising Regulator’s
requirements and we monitor and respond to complaints
in accordance with it. We also have robust complaints
processes in place for all our external agencies to ensure we
are fully compliant and that they meet the standards laid
down by the Fundraising Regulator.

“Thank you so very much for everything
you’ve done this year to look after us and
try and keep us safe and well. Mere words
just seem inadequate as you all do such an
amazing job. Thanks from the bottom of my
heart.”
Donor

Protecting our supporters’ data is paramount so we
ensure that our policies and procedures for its storage and
processing meet legal requirements and our own high
standards, with agreements in place with agencies we work
with. We conduct regular internal audits of all teams who
work with and process supporter data.
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Our performance in 2020
and how Covid-19 has impacted
our strategy and plans
Despite the shock of a global pandemic, a trustee review of our 2022 strategy in mid-year was able to confirm that its
focus and goals remain the right overall direction for the charity. Some interim objectives have fallen behind and overall
ambition to the end of 2022 will be reviewed during 2021. Below we set out a summary of our performance in 2020 against
our overall strategy.

Young People at the Heart Inspiring
of Communities
Community Response

Leading
Standards

An inclusive charity ensuring the
A sustainable charity, connected to
best experience for all St John people the communities we serve

By 2022, we want more young
people than ever qualified and
ready to be active health citizens,
role models and next generation
health professionals.

By 2022, we will lead on standards
of first aid, independent ambulance
care and public event healthcare in
England to ensure the best outcome
for patients.

Ensuring a rewarding place to volunteer and work,
where our people feel proud, honoured and valued
and creating an open, safe and supportive culture
that promotes health, wellbeing and personal
resilience.

By 2022 we want St John people
and our community response
programmes to reach and sustain
more of the communities most
impacted by this generation’s
community health challenges.

In 2020
Activity for St John’s 8,397 Cadets and
2,222 Badgers was restricted to online or
rare, socially distant training and event
volunteering opportunities. While this has
been popular and effective for some young
people, we know a return to face-to-face
activity as soon as regulations allow is
essential to rebuilding engagement.
That will be supported by applying the
learning from our pilot of a new Youth
Leader training package, developed in
collaboration with the YMCA.
Despite restrictions we were still able to
launch our NHS Cadets programme in
partnership with NHSE/I, welcoming the
first 147 participants.

2020 was dominated by our Covid-19
response of over 250,000 hours of
volunteering in communities across the
country, through ambulance and hospital
shifts
We were also able to evaluate our winter
pressure support for the NHS and explore
opportunities for growth, conduct a
detailed piece of insight into community
health needs and begin to design
responses and engage potential partners
in delivery. Expansion of our homelessness
services to the North West of England was
an early example.

In 2020
The 25,000 hours of public event first aid
cover provided since April was a shadow
of our usual contribution to community
life. However, the request from DCMS in
May for St John’s advice and involvement
in Project Restart (the return of closeddoors professional sport) is a marker of our
leading position.
In contrast, our ambulance operations
have restructured and strengthened under
new leadership, becoming more financially
sustainable and contributing to our ability
to deliver against the nation’s needs in the
pandemic.

We onboarded over 500 new volunteers through our rapid
Covid training programme and by year end had welcomed
our first 4,500 vaccination volunteers into training. We also
launched our volunteer-led Unit Futures Commission aimed
at improving the experience of every St John volunteer.
We appointed our first Head of EDI in late autumn and were
preparing to launch a new Women’s Network alongside a
reinvigorated Pride Network as the year ended.
We shared our Covid response models and plans with
international partners within the Order of St John and helped
coordinate the pandemic responses of the Commanderies
connected to the Priory of England and the Islands.

In 2021
Alongside reopening our existing youth
units and rolling out our NHS Cadets
programme, we will:

y Develop plans to grow our public

recognition of the scope and value
of our work with young people
culminating in a celebration of the
Centenary of Cadets in 2022.

Our mid-year strategic review “Discovery” programme
included detailed analysis and development of digital
transformation and data strategy roadmaps. These have since
been taken forward with new interim leadership appointed
before the year end and a significant programme of work
planned for 2021.
Coverage of St John’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic
reached more people than ever before. Buzz around the
charity’s work briefly placed St John second in terms of public
attention.
Alongside this coverage, an Emergency Fundraising Appeal
raised over £3m as part of a fundraising effort that exceeded
budget as the public responded with generosity to the efforts
of St John people.

In 2021

We will:

We will:

We will:

We will:

y Focus on delivering our role within

y Bring forward the planned expansion

y Review and adopt the recommendations of our Unit

y Design and roll out the first phase of our Change Portfolio,

the Covid-19 Vaccination Programme,
as well as continuing our response to
immediate community health needs.

y Pilot new initiatives (Young Responders
and Health Citizens (for 18-25s) as well
as developing out transition offers.

Becoming more representative and inclusive
of the communities we serve, deepening our
understanding of their needs.

y Focus our vaccination legacy project
on retention of both existing and
new volunteers through developing
opportunities and improving
experience.

y Develop and begin to deliver in earnest
a Community Resuscitation Strategy in
partnership with others.

of our Mental Health at Work training
offering and build on the blended
learning innovations introduced at
pace in 2020.

y Continue to push for formal

recognition as the nation’s Ambulance
Auxiliary.

y Begin development of processes

and systems to digitise our patient
reporting, to enhance our learning.

y Continue our drive for higher standards
of event healthcare across the sector
when mass public events return.
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Futures Commission on how to strengthen and grow our
local units.

y Take the learnings from onboarding airline crew and

vaccination volunteers to reshape volunteer experience of
recruitment.

y Work with partners such as the Royal Voluntary Service

and British Red Cross on introducing a volunteer passport
to ease barriers to onboarding.

y Continue to engage with St John people on their

experience of the charity and improve how we connect
with them.

likely to include a Shared Services programme, digital
patient records and support for improved volunteer
experiences.

y Deliver a brand campaign alongside our vaccination
deployment that delivers an increase in public
engagement in our mission.

y Adopt proposals made by our Presence and Visibility

Commission to enhance the connection between St John
units and the communities they serve.

y Develop and roll out our fundraising products that
support the charity’s overall engagement strategy.

y Support the International Order of St John in its role

providing an important global network of support and
shared learning against our shared mission.
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The way ahead

Our uncertainties, opportunities and principal risks.
In 2020, we saw unprecedented demand for our frontline services in support of the NHS and communities. As the
pandemic progresses in 2021, we expect this demand to continue, alongside our role in vaccinating the nation. However,
as and when the nation starts to recover from Covid-19 we can already see the gaps and challenges to the nation’s health
that will be left behind.
Already our 2022 strategy challenges us to reach more communities in need of effective health and first aid response and
through our work with young people we are seeking to engage more disadvantaged areas of the country. In 2021, we will
continue to explore how best to strike the balance between delivering and learning in the here and now and learning and
educating for the future, with greater inclusion for both St John people and the communities we serve.
Ensuring that St John remains well placed and ready to contribute to the health of communities in the months and years
ahead will mean continuous improvement to build on our existing well-developed approaches to clinical governance and
safeguarding and focused attention to address the strategic risks set out below.

Key risks summary

Change in perceived risk
in last 12 months

Financial sustainability risk – safeguarding the recovery and diversification
of revenue following the negative impacts of pandemic restrictions and the
economic downturn

No change

Clinical risk – ensuring robust clinical governance processes are in place
and effective to avoid systemic failure to prevent unsafe clinical practice or
significant harm to patients

No change

Clinical governance

St John Ambulance manages risks as an integral part of
how the charity operates. Each Executive Leadership Team
director is responsible for identifying the major strategic
risks to which the charity is exposed and establishing
controls and actions to mitigate them. Risk assessments
and risk registers are in place and regularly reviewed by the
Executive Leadership Team as well as the Audit and Risk
Committee.

As an active healthcare charity working with patients
and young people in the community, our main standing
risks continue to relate to unintentionally causing
harm to people or ineffectively meeting key regulators’
requirements. We seek to continuously improve our
approaches to ensure the quality and safety of our care for
others.

In 2020 we established a new Governance Directorate
with responsibility to ensure the charity is managed in
accordance with the recommendations and laid down
by regulations and Charity Commission good practice
guidance. As part of that directorate, the Internal Audit
department, with the oversight of the Audit and Risk
Committee, provides assurance on the effectiveness of
the risk management process and associated mitigation
strategies and controls, focusing on the areas of greatest
risk.

Decrease

Change management risk – ensuring sufficient leadership and resourcing
to manage the scale and pace of change required to ensure a strong recovery
from the pandemic

Increased

Wellbeing risk – ensuring St John people are adequately supported as the
pandemic continues and feel included as the charity recovers from the impact
of Covid-19

Decrease

We know that if robust clinical governance processes are
not in place and effective, particularly during times of new
and increased types of clinical activity, then unsafe clinical
practice or harm to patients may occur. As a result:

y An updated clinical governance framework was
approved at the start of 2020.

y We continue to drive increased consistency of practice

across our operational activity. We make efforts to learn
from incidents that occur and have identified the need
to support a learning culture at the heart of what we do.

Financial sustainability

y Our Clinical Governance is overseen by our Clinical

Whilst we have been integral to the nation’s response to the
Covid-19 pandemic, the effects of the national lockdowns
and overall economic downturn have significantly and
adversely impacted our commercial income streams. In
2019 we reported a deficit in the income and expenditure
statement which demonstrated that action was required
to manage the charity’s financial position and this
position worsened in 2020 as a result of the pandemic.
Key interventions have meant that 2020’s outturn was
favourable to our mid-year forecasts:

The types of clinical activity reduced in variety during
Covid-19, although there was a significant increase in the
volume of what we did. Much of our work in support of
the NHS during Covid-19 was in hospitals and saw St John
people under direct clinical supervision. Improvements
to the logistics management has helped ensure the right
equipment is deployed in a timely manner for safe practices
to take place.

y A Finance Task Group, increasing direct dialogue

Data and digital maturity risk – supporting our future sustainability and
ensuring decision-making is supported with the right evidence and insight at
the right time
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Our approach to risk management

between the Chief Executive, Director of Finance and
Resources and the Finance Lead trustee directors has
helped ensure that financial decisions continue to be
considered strategically and there is strong director
engagement.

y Programmes of redundancy, property closure and sales
and project review have helped control costs.

However, as the pandemic continues in 2021, forward
revenue projections remain volatile, in particular our goal
to return our training enterprise to pre-pandemic levels of
income. Tight financial controls have been embedded in
our 2021 budgeting and trustees will lead a review of our
financial strategy in mid-year. A portfolio of business and
digital transformation to increase efficiencies and create
opportunities for growth has been committed to, as part of
balancing short-term pressures with the need for
long-term investment.

Governance Committee, providing rigour and assurance
to trustees on our approach and the related risks.

Data and Digital Maturity
Challenges around our data maturity remain, impacting
our ability to make well-informed decisions at the speed
required, but we did make progress in 2020.

y During our response to Covid-19, we established a

robust daily dashboard to help inform our decision
making.

y A broader piece of work has been undertaken to

develop a data strategy which will be a key enabler
for making improvements. The strategy is expected
to articulate key principles that should be followed,
identify inter-dependencies and provide a roadmap for
improving both the quality of data, as well as its use.
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Change management

Wellbeing

The scale of change prompted by the pandemic and its
consequences has made us increasingly aware of the risk
associated with insufficient leadership being provided
to effectively manage the pace and volume of change
required.

The wellbeing of St John people, as with all of society, has
undoubtedly been adversely impacted by the pandemic.
We are very mindful of the further impact that could
happen due to the significant changes that are taking place
as part of our response to Covid-19. This has been a key
management focus during the last 12 months.

y A strong Executive Leadership Team is in place, with a

review of its effectiveness and development of further
skills needed.

y The change skills and experience of the Executive

Leadership Team have been enhanced through the
appointment at the end of 2020 of two new roles, a
Chief Business Officer and a Director of Change.

y We are introducing overall portfolio management to

ensure that change is timetabled effectively without
over-extending the capacity of the organisation to cope.

A Senior Leadership Group, comprising of the Heads of
functions and our District Managers has met on a monthly
basis throughout 2020. A broader programme of leadership
support is in development for this community, to ensure
there is greater consistency in the quality of leadership.
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y We have put policies and procedures in place for

operational activities, with national and regional teams
to support our people as and when incidents arise.

y We have identified the key areas that may generate risk,
and these are subject to monitoring and reporting at
director level, as well as inclusion in the charity’s risk
register.

y A strong set of support mechanisms have been created
for our people to help them during Covid-19, including
a confidential support service, chaplaincy support and
a wellbeing hub providing access to a range of wider
wellbeing services.

We have sought to ensure our people remain safe and well,
including when working from home, but also continue
to feel connected with others emotionally, even if they
could not be connected physically. With social distancing
measures continuing into 2021, looking after the wellbeing
of our people is a key priority.
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Supporting and engaging all
St John People into the future
We want St John to be an inclusive charity that gives the best possible experience for all St John people. That means
ensuring a rewarding place to volunteer and work, where our people feel proud, honoured and valued and creating
an open, safe and supportive culture that promotes health, wellbeing and personal resilience.

Engaging all St John people

Developing inclusion

Our approach to safeguarding

St John employees and volunteers are consulted on a
large range of issues using a variety of mechanisms, such
as employee forums at directorate and national level, and
various volunteer forums. These, and other methods, ensure
their voices are heard as we make decisions.

Feedback in 2020 has heightened our awareness of the
challenges of creating a consistently positive experience
across a large and dispersed charity such as St John and also
some negative behaviours associated with how hierarchies
operate and are perceived within the organisation.

y These were critical channels for engagement in the

This has led to the creation of several initiatives, aimed at
promoting effective and compassionate leadership and
management, increasing inclusion and improving the
experience of St John people. In 2021 work will continue on:

As a patient-facing charity working with a large
membership of young people, we take safeguarding
needs very seriously. We have a robust policy framework,
benchmarked in 2019 as sector good practice and a wellresourced safeguarding team both nationally and locally.
We have robust screening in place, including DBS checks
and have effective training in place for all employees and
volunteers.

programme of necessary organisational change and
redundancy during summer 2020, with countless ideas
adopted from those brought forward to support the
future sustainability of the charity while limiting the
impact of change on our people as much as possible.

y The creation of three volunteer-led Commissions to

steer our approach to reviewing our property estate
and its ultimate reduction has been key to positive
engagement on a challenging topic.

y The reintroduction of regular charity wide Pulse

surveys and follow up “deep dives” is enriching our
understanding of the experience of St John people and
creating momentum behind actions for positive change.

In addition, there are a number of ways that we
communicate with our people, both in person (mostly
virtually in 2020), especially through line managers, or using
digital channels, such as our intranet (Connect), email and
newsletters. A project to refresh our intranet, launched in
autumn 2020 for completion in Q1 2021, will enhance the
connection between St John people.

y Development and delivery of our Values in Action

programme which aims to ensure that we grow as an
inclusive organisation while ensuring that the volunteer
and employee experience is at the level required.

y Our volunteer experience programme, which includes
rolling out recommendations from the Unit Futures
Commission.

y Further rollout of our Celebrating Communities initiative
and our Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) network.

y Continued commitment to increasing and promoting

resources aimed at supporting the wellbeing of St John
people, including as and when a transition back to
workplaces is allowed under government guidelines.

This work will build on our existing range of policies and
processes that apply equally, where possible, to employees
and volunteers. These promote good management practice,
as well as ensuring that we meet legal and regulatory
compliance. While too many to list, these include the
Conduct & Performance Policy, the Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion Policy and the Recruitment & Selection Policy.
We are an equal opportunities employer and make
adjustments for members of our workforce with a disability
as far as we reasonably can. We have committed in our
strategy to become more like the communities we serve
and to build a more inclusive St John.
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Building on the findings of the independent benchmarking
exercise in 2019, which recognised the strong foundations
of our safeguarding work, we have made the following
developments:

y We introduced a new data management information

system for tracking and managing safeguarding causes
for concern, which became invaluable in supporting the
team to work remotely during the pandemic.

y During the first wave of the pandemic we kept up our

flow of advice and learning through beginning weekly
topical briefings on safeguarding issues and guidance to
support the delivery of virtual unit meetings to ensure
a safe and supportive online environment for St John
people to engage with each other.

y We have continued to deepen connections between our
safeguarding and operations teams.

Some of the wider areas for continuous improvement were
delayed as a result of the pandemic and their ongoing
implementation is kept under regular review. However,
there has been active consideration and involvement of
safeguarding in ensuring the risks associated with mass
recruitment and deployment of new volunteers for the
vaccination programme are well managed in line with
existing policies and procedures.
In 2020 there were 668 causes for concern (CFC) of which
424 involved Ambulance Service referrals reflecting the
higher level of work with Ambulance Trusts during our
pandemic response.
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